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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Portable and cost-effective accelerometers can yield instantaneous results of force, power, and velocity, with
minimum set-up time to assess muscle power. However, such devices must also produce both valid and reliable data.
OBJECTIVE: The current study assessed the validity and reliability of the Myotest Pro wireless accelerometer (ACC).
METHODS: Thirty physically active males performed two squat jump, on two separate sessions. The jump was recorded
simultaneously by a force platform and ACC, which was attached to a barbell resting on the subjects’ shoulders. Validity was
determined using Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and t-test between the maximum force platform (FFP ) and ACC (FACC )
force. Between session reliability of FACC , power (PACC ) and velocity (VACC ) from the ACC were assessed with t-test, intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC), and coefficient of variation (CV).
RESULTS: FACC correlated highly to FFP (r = 0.815, p < 0.05), but there was a proportionate ratio bias of 0.81. There was no
difference between sessions (p > 0.05) for any variable. High ICCs were found for all variables (FACC 0.90; PACC 0.80; VACC
0.84). Low CV was found for FACC (2.1%), PACC (3.3%) and VACC (3.2%).
CONCLUSIONS: ACC is a valid and reliable tool to use for assessing barbell movement, but caution in power data interpretation
is needed.
Keywords: Field measurement, muscle performance, power assessment, power production, test-retest design

1. Introduction
Muscle power generation is an essential requirement
for successful sporting performance [7,13]. Assessing
power is important for indicating successful training interventions [8,9,13], offering normative data for monitoring and comparisons [17], and better understanding
of the biomechanical mechanisms involved with power
generation [7,9].
Technological developments have led to the production of portable and cost-effective accelerometers that
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can assess power performance variables real-time or
near-real-time in the field [11,12,20]. More recently, an
accelerometer was developed (Myotest Pro; Myotest
SA, Sion, Switzerland) that can yield instantaneous results of force, power, and velocity, with minimum setup time [5,10].
Whilst such devices are more practical for field work
assessments, they also need to produce both valid and
reliable data. The validity of the Myotest Pro in calculating force and power has been examined in two
separate studies [5,10], with reliability only reported
in one [5]. However, methodological issues with both
studies raise questions as to the accelerometer’s ability to assess in a valid and reliable way. Myotest was
compared to the Ballistic Measurement System [5], for
which to date there is no published study examining its
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validity. Crewther et al. [10] examined the validity of
Myotest Pro using twelve healthy individuals. Studies
in sport performance research evaluating the validity of
measuring methods, require sample sizes sufficiently
large to provide an accurate estimate of the measurement error [1,18] and be able to extrapolate the results
to the general population [1]. As Crewther et al. [10]
discussed in their study, the sample size used was small;
a sample of 24–34 subject would be required to detect
a moderate effect (for α = 0.05 and power = 0.8).
Therefore, the aim of the current study was to assess the validity and reliability of the Myotest Pro accelerometer in assessing force against measures obtained using a force platform.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Thirty physically active males (age 28.3 ± 8.5 yrs,
height 1.77 ± 0.12 m, body mass 79.1 ± 12.2 kg) familiar with the testing procedures and free of any lower
limb injuries, volunteered to participate in the study and
provided written, informed consent. The study adhered
to the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
University of Cumbria Ethics Committee (ref: 10/02).
2.2. Procedure
The subjects visited the laboratory on two separate sessions, seven days apart. On each session, they
performed a 5-minute standardised warm-up (5 min
of light-intensity cycling and a number of dynamic
stretches specific to muscles involved in jumping) followed by 5 minutes rest. Subsequently, the subjects
completed two squat jumps with three minutes rest between the jumps. The jumps took place on a calibrated force platform (Bertec, Columbus, OH) with an
analogue-to-digital converter interfaced to a desktop
computer, while data was recorded via Provec v5.0 software (Leeds, UK). The subjects performed the jumps
with a lightweight wooden bar (1.2 m length, 0.4 kg
mass) resting on their shoulders and held horizontally,
with the accelerometer securely attached on the bar.
This set up enabled simultaneous recording of the jump
by the force platform and the accelerometer. The baseline weight measurement of the force platform included the system’s mass (participant + bar). The system’s
mass (participant + bar) was entered in the accelerometer before the jump to the closest 0.5 kg. The system

measures acceleration on the vertical axis and calculates force by multiplying the mass by the acceleration
measured. The accelerometer used was a 3-axis accelerometer (Myotest, Sion, Switzerland), cased in a
small rectangular-shaped casing (5 × 10 cm) with the
whole system weighing 0.06 kg (www.myotest.com).
The system measures acceleration on the vertical axis
and calculates force by multiplying the mass by the
acceleration measured. It also calculates velocity by
integrating acceleration, and subsequently power by
multiplying the calculated force and velocity values.
Subjects were instructed to aim for maximum vertical jump height and land on the force platform, while
the countermovement depth prior to the jump was selfselected. Care was taken that the accelerometer was
maintained at a vertical position throughout the jump
and that no rotation of the bar took place, to avoid errors in vertical acceleration. Any jumps that did not fulfil these criteria were disregarded and, following three
minutes rest, the participant was asked to repeat the
jump. No participant completed more than three jumps
on any one session. The jump with the highest force
value obtained from the force platform (FFP ) and the
maximum force (FACC ), power (PACC ), and velocity (VACC ) from the corresponding trial from the accelerometer, were selected from each session for further
analysis. Data were collected at a sampling frequency
of 500 Hz for both devices.
The sessions took place at similar times of day and
environmental conditions, with the same footwear for
each participant. Subjects were instructed to refrain
from strenuous exercise 48 hours before testing and
consume a similar diet prior to testing sessions.
2.3. Data processing
Normality of data was examined and confirmed using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Test-retest score differences
and mean scores were correlated to examine for heteroscedasticity [1]. Significant correlation was found
for all variables, indicating presence of heteroscedasticity. Hence, the data was transformed using natural
logarithm.
A range of statistical tests have been proposed for
analysis of repeated trials in reliability studies [1]. We
opted for statistical tests that will allow researchers
and practitioners to interpret and apply the test they
are more familiar with [1,27] and are comparable to
previous studies [16,19,26].
Criterion validity was determined from the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r) and the pairwise difference
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics for Session 1 and 2 (mean ± SD) and reliability statistics for all variables
measured. No significant difference between Session 1 and 2 was found for any variable
FFP
FACC
PACC
VACC

Session 1
1826.4 ± 235.2 N
2324.3 ± 451.1 N
3917.3 ± 793.2 W
2.68 ± 0.4 (m·s−1 )

Session 2
1865.4 ± 255.4 N
2308.1 ± 409.1 N
4059.4 ± 943.2 W
2.65 ± 0.5 (m·s−1 )

ICC
0.91
0.90
0.80
0.84

CV (%)
1.8
2.1
3.3
3.2

SEM
× / ÷ 1.00
× / ÷ 1.01
× / ÷ 1.02
× / ÷ 1.01

FFP , force from force platform; FACC , force from accelerometer; PACC , power from
accelerometer; VACC , velocity from accelerometer; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient;
CV, coefficient of variation; SEM, standard error of measurement (presented as ratio).

between FFP and FACC . Reliability within sessions for
FFP , FACC , PACC and VACC was assessed by a t-test
to examine difference within trials, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC3,1 ) [25] and coefficient of variation (CV; calculated as standard deviation/mean × 100
for each pair of data and averaged for the sample) [23].
In addition, standard error of measurement (SEM; calculated as the square root of the mean square error term
in a repeated measures ANOVA) [1,27] was calculated
for FFP , FACC , PACC and VACC . SEM was anti-log
transformd and reported as ratio. Significance level was
set at p  0.05. All statistical tests were performed
using SPSSv16.0.
3. Results
Mean values from all variables from the two sessions
as well as reliability statistics, can be seen in Table 1.
As there were no test-retest differences within sessions for FFP (p = 0.155) and FACC (p = 0.4945), the
values for Session 1 and 2 were averaged to a single
participant value [26] for between FFP (N) and FACC
(N) comparisons. Any bias between the variables remains unaffected by this procedure. FACC demonstrated significant and high correlation to FFP (p = 0.001,
r = 0.815), but produced a significant proportionate
difference of 0.81 (p = 0.001).
There was also no significant difference between trials for PPACC (p = 0.468) and VPACC (p = 0.464).
Test-retest repeatability for all variables was high, indicated by a high ICC (range: 0.80–0.91) and a low CV
(range: 1.8%–3.3%). SEM and all reliability statistics
for all variables can be seen in Table 1.
4. Discussion
The aim of the current study was to examine the validity and reliability of the Myotest Pro wireless accelerometer during performance of squat jumps, and

examine the reliability of all variables obtained (force,
power, and velocity). Our results indicate that the accelerometer is a valid and reliable method to assess
force, but it can not be used interchangeably with the
force platform.
The ability to measure muscular function in the field
with relevant measures is important, as it allows for
monitoring and evaluation of performance during training not usually afforded with the use of force platforms.
However, this should not detract from the fact it must
demonstrate adequate validity. The significant correlation of 0.85 between the force platform and the wireless accelerometer is high [4] and indicates sufficient
validity of the accelerometer [1].
There was a significant bias between the maximum
force obtained from the two devices. The difference
can be explained by the way the accelerometer calculates force, using mass and acceleration measured at the
point of attachment. The acceleration of the barbell is
not the same as the system’s acceleration, as the lifter’s
body does not always move synchronously with the
barbell [7]. Inevitably, the accelerometer will record
the acceleration of that point plus any additional linear
acceleration of the centre of the system’s mass [13,16],
resulting in overestimation of the force produced.
This limitation is also demonstrated by the use of linear position transducers. Maximum force from a linear
position transducer was significantly higher in a similar
experimental set-up (countermovement jump, barbell
on shoulders, position transducer attached to the barbell) compared to maximum forces obtained from force
platform measurements [16]. In contrast, when the linear position transducer was attached to a waist harness
(therefore, closer resembling the displacement and acceleration of the centre of mass), maximum force was
not significantly different to that measured by the force
platform [11]. Similarly, vertical acceleration measured
by an accelerometer attached to a barbell and video
analysis of the barbell acceleration yielded high agreement, as the measurement was at the same point [24].
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It is also of importance to note that maximum forces
may be developed at different points in the movement,
which may contribute to the above difference. Maximum force recorded by the force platform occurs at
the bottom of the countermovement and just prior to
the centre of mass moving upwards [21]. Contrary, the
proximodistal sequence followed by the body’s segments for the jump [2], means that maximum acceleration at the distal point of the barbell, where the accelerometer is placed, plus the linear acceleration of
the overall system, is achieved after maximum force is
achieved.
Notwithstanding the above issues, the selection
of the criterion measure and the attachment of the
accelerometer were made on practical application
grounds. It is common to assess lifting performance
in exercises where the barbell and the athlete move
independently, e.g. Olympic lifts. In these situations,
the point of interest in power generation is the barbell,
where the accelerometer should be attached. On the
other hand, if the athlete’s power output capability is the
point of interest, the lifter’s body mass must be taken
into account, resulting in a combined system (athlete +
barbell) mass. Hence, it was of importance not only to
assess the validity and reliability of the accelerometer,
but to do it in a way that can be applied to different
assessment methods and movements.
ICC for FFP , FACC , PACC and VACC were high, indicating good test-retest reliability (Table 1). ICC has
been widely used and suggested for reliability studies [1,25]. Nonetheless, description of which model of
ICC was used must be provided [1] as different models
can produce different results [1,25]. Although interpretation of ICC can be challenging, due to various ICC
thresholds published, Fleiss [14] suggested an ICC >
0.75 as ‘excellent’, while Nunnally and Bernstein [22]
highlighted that an ICC > 0.8 results from small measurement error. ICCs for FFP , FACC and VACC ranged
from 0.80–0.91, indicating high reliability between trials. The ICC for FFP is similar to the one reported by
Cronin et al. [11] who examined validity of a linear position transducer, while the CV in the present study is
slightly lower. It is also important to note that the ICCs
between FFP and FACC in our study were the same, a
similar finding to Cronin et al. [11].
Notwithstanding the widespread use of CV in the
literature, there is no agreed value that indicates reliable
equipment [1]. Indeed, the CV has been found to vary
between protocols and tests (e.g. sprinting or isokinetic
ergometry) [18]. Although a value of 10% has been
used as the threshold for consistency [16], there is little

justification for it and the problems in CV as the only
measure of reliability have been established [7]. The
CV for FFP was similar to other studies (e.g. 2.8%,
2%) [6,11], while the CV for FACC was similar to a
linear position transducer (2.9%) [11]. Finally, VACC
produced a low CV, indicating sufficient reliability.
PACC yielded slightly lower ICC than FFP and FACC
and a slightly higher CV. Reliable power tests produce generally low CV values (range: 2%–< 4%) [18],
which compares favourably with the current study. In
contrast, when assessing the reliability of an accelerometer against kinematics analysis, Thompson and Bemben [26] reported a CV of 20%, which is much higher
than the CV in our study. The higher power CV values
obtained from accelerometers can be explained by the
calculation method. Once acceleration is measured, the
data needs to be manipulated to calculate velocity and
force. As a result, both variables resulting in the power
product are error prone. The error may also be augmented by the inclusion of the body mass as a constant
prior to the jump. Although typically the system’s mass
is included (ie participant + barbell), the shanks and
feet contribute very little to the overall mass moved and
it has been suggested that exclusion of this mass should
take place for accurate results [9,13].
It is of interest to strength and conditioning coaches
to be able to evaluate whether changes in measured variables between sessions are true effects (e.g. improvement in strength performance) rather than error in measurement. The use of SEM was suggested to assist with
this and can be used to estimate the minimum difference
and used in the interpretation of scores in individual
athletes. The equation to achieve this is SEM × 1.96 ×
SQRT(2) [3], which provides the minimum difference
that represents a true change; any value outside that
minimum difference indicates true increase or decrease
in the measured variable (with 95% confidence).
In conclusion, portable equipment that can assess
muscle force generation and related parameters has
great value in the design of an athletic training programme as well as monitoring the athletes’ improvements. However, any tool must be both valid and reliable. Myotest Pro can offer great portability and ease
in assessing the athlete and the findings of the current
study indicated that Myotest Pro is a valid and reliable
tool to assess squat jump performance and it can provide the coach with important information on performance changes.
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